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ABSTRACT 

 
In order to study eco-physiological aspects of interferences of different lambsquarters (Chenopodium 
album L.) densities; in two planting patterns of single cross corn 704 and competitive effects of weed 
on yield quality and quantity, of corn, an experiment, was conducted at in OochTappeKord village of 
Myandoab from 2004 to 2005. The experiment design was factorial in RCBD arrangement with three 
replications. The treatments were: a combination of three levels of lambsquarters population (4,10,16 
plants per meter of corn row) and two planting patterns (common and two zigzag row) of corn. The 
treatments lacking corn weed in two planting pattern was considered as control. Seeds of weed was 
planted on the sides and end of corn rows in zigzag between corn plants.  Results showed that the 
competition of weed lambsquarters caused significant decrease grain yield, biological yield and 
harvest index. Seed protein content of corn decreased but seed oil content increased. With increasing 
of weed competitive effects of weed population on studied characteristics of corn was greater than 
those of different planting patterns. 
Keywords: Corn (Zea mays L.), Common lambsquarters (Chenopodium album L.), Planting 

patterns, Competition, Weeds density, Weed interference. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Corn (Zea mays L.) is the third mostly cultivated grain with 138.5 million hectares cultivation and 
589.4 million tones production in the world after wheat and rice [1]. Corn cultivation is about 500000 hectares 
(277.021 hectares of grained corn) in Iran which supplies 43% (2.8 million tons per year) of internal demand 
(Agriculture administration statistics). Tulnar (1983) believes that 20 tones grain is produced in a hectare from 
present hybrids according to performance records. Increase of corn performance potential does not seem a 
suitable genetic strategy [2]. Genetic improvement of corns is caused by resistance increase in North America 
along last decades. In fact, modern hybrids of corn show more resistance to high cultivation densities and 
improvement of tension resistances such as weed interference, low nitrogen of soil and moisture seem 
necessary[3]. 

Weeds decrease growth and production of plant during various stages of corn and competing in 
absorbing resources. The threshold densities of annual and wide leaf weeds of corn was reported less than 5 
plants in m2 and for narrow weeds it was 10-40 plants in m2[4-5]. The critical period is determined between 
stages of 3-8 leafs for corn [6]. Identification of eco-physiological processes has not been detected as significant 
threshold densities and critical periods of weed controlling related to corn. However this identification can be 
reached by understanding interference mechanisms of each weed on corn growth in a wide range of 
environmental variables and this can be strategy for researchers in developing stable methods of managing 
weeds in corn fields. 

Weeds are counted as a non-separating element of agricultural eco-systems and decreasing factor of 
agricultural productions. Their damages can be more than diseases and pests in the case of lacking control.This 
decreasing amount can be a serious threatening for the increasing population of the world. This threating is 25% 
in developing and 10% in developed countries [7]. According to development of modern control methods and 
trying to omitting these unwanted plants, weeds are one of the main problems in agricultural productions [8]. 
After several decades of utilizing herbicides, researchers are concluded in that these productions are not of 
significant stability because of environmental and ecological pollutions. Therefore, they planned to identify 
competition mechanisms of weeds in order to take more stable methods of controlling weeds. 

Unfortunately, genetic engineering and reformation have spent their energies for reforming some sorts 
of plants despite pests and disease and even birds. There are seldom researches over resistance of plants despite 
weeds and even agricultural experts have not paid significant attention on various cultivation paradigms and its 
effect in controlling weeds [2].  
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Spatial arrangement means horizontal plan of plant accumulation and distribution which affect reciprocal 
relations among peripheral plants. Fisher and Miles [9] represented that plant arrangements (cultivation 
paradigm) is a significant factor in interference in a way that the least benefit is gained by weeds in plant 
cultivations of square and triangular. Density of plant, spatial arrangement, kind of plant and competition power 
changing affects plant population. 

Chenepodium album L. is one of the most common weeds in fields [10]. Weed is of significant position 
in fields of Iran [3]. A performance decrease of 90% is reported of weeds [11]. Von Gessel and Werner [12] 
declared that weeds competition will decrease grain performance, size and weight. Rafael [13] stated that leaf 
surface index of corn in silk hairs appearance stage will be decreased by increasing pigweed density. On the 
basis of Tollenaar et al. [14], weed competition decreased leaf surface of corn in tasseling stage up to 15% and 
decreased the number of corn grain and weight. Clarence and Swanton[15] studied critical period of weeds in 
corn and soya fields and concluded that weed interference will decrease index of corn leaf surface via 
decreasing length, width (not the number of leas) and aging of under part leaf decrease. [4] evaluated weed 
competition and corn cultivation paradigm on performance and performance element of corn and concluded that 
grain performance, biomass, harvest index, number of corn rows, wood diameter and height of plant are affected 
by weed density but not cultivation paradigm. 

According to the point that genetic strength and stamina of each sort is almost limited, suitable and 
productive sorts and reformation methods should be prepared in order to control weeds and increase qualitative and 
quantitative performances via changing cultivation paradigms and arrangements. The aim of this paper is studying 
various density interferences of weeds in 2 cultivation paradigms of corn 704 on some agricultural characteristics. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This study was performed in a farm in OochTapekurd village located in 5km north western of Miandoab 

of West Azerbayjan province for 2 years (2002, 2003). The site was 46̊ and 9' longitude and 36̊ and 58' latitude and 
its height from sea level was 1371m. Average annual rainfall of experiment site is 312mm and the soil was sand-
loam. Soil PH is very weak alkaline to average (7-7.6) and is not classified in saline soil group.  

The experiment was done every 2 years in factorial form on the basis of accidental blocks in 3 
replicates. Kurt dimension was 4×5m2 containing 6 cultivation rows. Single cross corn 704 with equal density in 
2 levels of common and 2-lined zigzag cultivation and in 3 levels containing 4, 10 and 16 plants in a meter were 
studied. The comparison was carried out between mono-cultivation under combined cultivation to weed 
supposing control treatments lacking corn weed. Mono-cultivation kurt were kept lacking any weed till 
cultivation stage. 

The site was cultivated with sugar beet the previous year and 200kg phosphate ammonium fertilizer 
and 150kg urea were spread there through disking twice. In stage of 2-3 corn leaf, 200kg urea was spread in 
stripy way. Every 2-year experiment's information was variance analyzed separately. Then, 2-year variances 
were tested equally for each characteristic and characteristics of equal variances were tested combined along 2-
year experiment. Variance analysis of data was done in factorial form and accidental blocks through SAS 
system. The means were compared on the basis of Dunkan's multiple range testsin significance level of 5% and 
the graphs were drawn through Excel system. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIOS 
 

Various densities of weed had a significant effect of 5% on grain, biological and harvest performance. 
Increase of weed density caused a relative decrease in these characteristics (Table1). 

Masinga et al. [16] declared that when pigweed appears with green maize, it could decrease corn 
performance 11-91% in densities of 0.5-8 plants in each row meter. They reported decrease of corn leaf surface 
along density increase. On the basis of studies related to Tranel et al. [17], the weight of dry material and plant 
performance were in their maximum amount in treatments of decreased dry weed. 

The effect of corn grain under weed competition was similar to biological performance and 
significantly decreased it. The severity of weed competition was more than biological one on grain performance. 
This is caused because of higher sensitivity of reproductive growth of plants to tensions in comparison to their 
growth. The more sever the resource limitation (competition severity), the less the grain performance (biologic) 
because of high sensitivity of productive growth [2]. 

Some researchers concluded that relative density and time of green weed had a significant effect on 
grain performance, biological performance, harvest index, the number of grain in row and the number of row in 
a corn but the weight of grain was not affected by weed density [2]. Also the negative effect relative time of 
weed growing was more than the increase of its density on mentioned characteristics of corn. The managing 
performance against weed in early growth season can increase competitive strength of corn. 
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Some other reported that significant effect of cultivation paradigm was the most on performance of dry 
material, green maize, grain, height in 2-lined cultivation. The number of grain row in each corn, the number of 
grain in each row, the weight of grain and harvest index was not affected by cultivation paradigm. Also plant 
density showed a significant difference in dry material performance, green maize, grain performance, harvest 
index, the number of grain in each row, weight of grain, length and diameter of maize. 

According toSeyyedSharifi et al. [18], density and interference of sorghum on growth performance of 
corn results in that the increase of density and interference period will increase plant height and decrease corn 
performance. If the density and effective period are decreased, the performance of corn would not be decreased. 

The effect of various densities of weeds on the amount of corn oil was of significant difference in 
possibility level of 1%. Comparing means showed that increase of weed density relatively increases the amount 
of corn oil. 

The effect of various paradigms of corn cultivation had a significant difference of 1% on proteins of 
grains. The comparison of corn protein in 2-lined zigzag paradigm was more than the ordinary ones. 

The effect of various densities of weed on corn protein showed a significant difference of 5%. The 
comparison of data means showed that the increase of weed will decrease the protein of corn grains. 

Studies represented that the quality of production can be affected by weed competition [19]. On the 
basis of findings related to Mac Mullan et al. [20], the competition of charlock weed to canola could decrease 
significantly the performance of canola till its 4-8-leaf stage. When the grains of charlock were combined to 
canola, the amount of glucosinolate, linoleic acid and uric acid increased but the oil and oleic acid decreased. 
Burrowsand Olsen[21] reported that the amount of wheat protein significantly decreased under charlock effect. 
They attributed this decrease to the decrease of accessible nitrogen of competition. 

The negative effect of weeds and their allelopathic materials on nitrogen bacteria and preventing 
legume root's knot is clarified [8]. The result of this prevention is imposing nitrogen strain on plant which 
directly affects protein synthesis. Decrease of light in canopy of pea because of weed presentation and plant 
competition in absorbing soil nitrogen is the main reason of performance and nitrogen decrease. 
 

effects density and interference of(Chenopodium albumL.) weed in two corn planting pattern 
performance  biological t 

performance  
harvest   oillevel of Level of Protein df.    S.O.V  

Year  1  ns 09/447678  ns 39/633718  ns 69/3  ns 48/32292  ns61/104  
Replication  4  ns 27/219391  ns 67/5359809  ns 32/10818  ns 56/7717  ns 66/236  
Factor A 1  **89/22047841  ns 41/44412165  *40/66476  *69/2271  **20/20  
Factor B  2  *41/4501325  **20/21261612  *72/456596  *95/30730  **42/36367  
year× factor A 1  ns 43/70421  ns 93/1412981  ns 32/63537  ns 08/6432  ns 02/63  
year× factor A  2  ns 27/300378  ns 47/7730795  ns 67/40229  ns 86/4109  ns 60/6  
factor A×factor 
B 

2  *34/6454466  ns 66/4271957  *90/146377  ns 56/12662  ns 94/1255  

b  ×a ×year  2  ns 29/2104212  ns 65/3243879  ns 26/9048  ns 07/6377  ns 47/66  
Error 20  ns 61/2421792  ns 40/64821827  ns 47/56967  ns 95/6020  ns 85/3284  
C.V  -  44/9 03/11 17/9  83/7  64/5  
* and ** respectively represent significance of 1 and 5 percentages 
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